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ZODIAC LUXE 
Panerai celebrates the Lunar New Year
with a special edition timepiece, the new 
Luminor Sealand (PAM 859). It is the 11th 
model created by the brand annually since 
2009 and each pays tribute to one of the 12 
animals in the Chinese Zodiac calendar.

Since 2019 is the Year of the Pig, the 
animal is hand engraved on the cover of the 
latest piece. An ancient technique called 
‘sparsello’ – named after the tool Italian 
master craftsmen worked with – is used to 
complete this complex process.

The PAM 859 is powered by the in-house 
P.9010 automatic calibre to give it a power 
reserve of three days. It comes fitted on a 
brown leather strap but a spare black rubber 
one is also supplied.

Only 88 pieces have been made and will  
be sold exclusively at Panerai boutiques.  
~ Dylan Tan

Kaspar runs from now till Jan 20 at the NAFA 
Studio Theatre. Tickets from Sistic.

WILD BOY 
In 1828, a strange boy appeared in 
Nuremberg, Germany. He had a limited 
vocabulary and poor social skills, after 
apparently being raised in a small, dark 
cell. But he could spell his name: Kaspar 
Hauser. The boy soon sparked much 
debate and controversy, with some calling 
him “a miracle” and others labelling him 
“a fraudster”. In 1833, he died from a 
mysterious stab wound.

Psychologists, artists and even acclaimed 
filmmaker Werner Herzog have created 
various research or artworks around 
Kaspar’s persona. Acclaimed Singapore-
based director Edith Podesta has now 
taken the 1967 play Kaspar written by Peter 
Handke and collaborated with the theatre 
students of the Nanyang Academy of Fine 
Arts for an M1 Fringe Festival production. 
This version imagines Kaspar as an innocent 
youth whose ability to act independently is 
undermined by societal pressures to speak, 
think and live as others do. ~ Helmi Yusof

COUCH POTATO ALERT 
No more worrying about spoilers on the internet as new seasons of 
four HBO and Cinemax original series are premiering at the same 
time as the US this month.

True Detective just kicked off on Monday, Crashing and High 
Maintenance will follow suit with back-to-back episodes from Jan 
21, while Strike Back returns from Jan 26.

The third season of True Detective plays out in three separate 
time periods and stars Academy Award and Golden Globes winner 
Mahershala Ali (Moonlight). 

Crashing continues to draw on series creator Pete Holmes’ 
real-life experience as a comedian, and the new episodes of High 
Maintenance will find its nameless main character (played by the 
series’ co-creator Ben Sinclair) now delivering marijuana with his 
new RV instead of his iconic bike.

And if some of the scenery in the upcoming sixth season of Strike 
Back looks familiar to you, that’s because all 10 episodes were shot 
next door in Malaysia. ~ Dylan Tan

The BFF Getaway Package starts from S$710. To book, visit panpacific.com.

SLEEPOVER WITH BFFS
Gather your best pals and escape for the weekend to the Pan Pacific 
Singapore, which is offering a BFF Getaway Package for up to four 
persons. Kick back and relax in the hotel’s stylish rooms or suites and 
sip on self-made cocktails from the mobile bar, or made specially by the 
hotel’s resident mixologist. Guests will get complimentary mini beauty kits 
to doll up before before heading out to Bang Bang or Lulu’s Lounge where 
they will receive priority club access, and discounts off drinks and bottles.

The following morning, indulge in champagne breakfast at the Pacific 
Club lounge, followed by a tanning session next to the pool. Then  
squeeze in a facial or massage at the award-winning St Gregory Spa.  
~ Tay Suan Chiang

The Tung Lok Group - which is also behind 
the popular seafood concept Dancing 
Crab - is at it again with ingredient-focused 
restaurants. Taking advantage of its access
to some of the best ducks in the world, it 
has opened Duckland, serving only prime 
Silver Farm ducks from Ireland, as well as 
other Irish produce. The sustainably-bred 
birds are used in most London Chinese 
restaurants because of its dense meat 

and skin that can best achieve that glossy 
crispness synonymous with roast duck.
While it’s earned the moniker London 
Duck, Duckland’s farm-to-fork theme aims 
to showcase the bounty of Ireland. So in 
addition to menu highlights such as Roast 
Duck, Duck Confit and Waffles and Duck 
Bolognaise Spaghetti, check out Irish Lamb 
Stew, Bacon Cabbage & Colcannon, Irish 
Oysters and Babyback Ribs. ~ Jaime Ee

GET QUACKING

Duckland is at #B1-09 & 64/65, United Square Shopping Mall. Tel: 6259 5668
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